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1. Introduction14

The seminal problem of the signed area enumeration of walks on planar lattices of15

various kinds has been around for a long time. It is well known that this purely combina-16

torial problem can be equivalently reformulated in the realm of Hofstadter-like quantum17

mechanics models (note that, in physics, the “signed area” is often called the “algebraic18

area”). Recently, in [16], this problem has been given a boost in the form of an explicit19

enumeration formula which in turn could be reinterpreted [5, 14, 15] in terms of statistical20

mechanics models with exclusion statistics, again a purely quantum concept. It is a striking21

fact that an enumeration quest regarding classical random walks should be in the end so22

intimately connected to quantum physics.23

In this note we give a summary of this recent progress starting with the original signed24

area enumeration problem for closed walks on a square lattice and then enlarging the25

perspective to other kind of lattices and walks via the statistical mechanics reinterpretation.26

The first question we address is: Among the
(

N
N/2

)2
closed N -step walks that one can27

draw on a square lattice starting from and returning to a given point (note that N is then28

necessarily even), how many of them enclose a given signed area A?29

The signed area enclosed by a directed walk is weighted by its winding number : If the30

walk moves around a region in a counterclockwise (positive) direction, its area counts as31

positive, otherwise negative; if the walk winds around more than once, the area is counted32

with multiplicity. These regions inside the walk are called winding sectors.33
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Figure 1. A closed walk of lengthN = 36 starting from and returning to the
same bullet red point with its various winding sectors m = +2,+1, 0,−1,−1
(containing respectively 2, 14, 1, 1, 1 unit lattice cells). Note the double arrow
on the horizontal link (above the +2 sector) which indicates that the walk
has moved twice on this link, here in the same left direction.
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In Figure 1, the 0-winding sector inside the walk arises from a superposition of a +1 and39

a −1 winding. Summing the areas of each sector, with the corresponding multiplicative40

weigth, gives the signed area A = (−1) × 2 + (+0) × 1 + (+1) × 14 + (+2) × 2 = 16.41

More formally, if γ : [0, 1] → R2 is a closed path that begins and ends at the origin, the42

signed area of this path is43

A =
∫
R2
η(γ,x)dx =

∞∑
m=−∞

mSm44

where η(γ,x) is the winding number of γ around the point x ∈ R2, and where Sm denotes45

the classical area of the m-winding sectors inside the path (i.e. the number of unit lattice46

cells it encloses with winding number m, where m can be positive or negative).47

Winding sectors for continuous Brownian curves as well as for discrete lattice walks48

have been the subject of study for a long time. In this respect, we note in the last few49

years some advances in [2] where1 an explicit formula for the expected area ⟨Sm⟩ of the50

m-winding sectors inside square lattice walks is proposed, to the exception of the 0-winding51

sector, for the simple reason that the latter is difficult to distinguish from the outside52

(i.e., 0-winding again) sector, which is of infinite size. Taking the continuous limit allows53

to recover the results previously obtained in [4] for Brownian curves. One notes that for54

Brownian curves the expected area ⟨S0⟩ of the 0-winding sectors is also known by other55

means thanks to the SLE machinery [7]. However, it remains an open problem for discrete56

lattice walks.57

1Note that Timothy Budd gave a talk on his article [2] at the conference Lattice Paths, Combinatorics
and Interactions, at CIRM, in 2021. A video of his talk is available on the website of this conference.

https://lipn.univ-paris13.fr/~cb/LPC/2021/Photos/
https://lipn.univ-paris13.fr/~cb/LPC/2021/Photos/
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Counting the number of closed walks of length N on the square lattice enclosing a58

signed area A can be achieved in a most straightforward way by introducing two lattice59

hopping operators (symbols) u and v respectively in the right and up directions, as well as60

operators u−1 and v−1 corresponding to hops in the left and down direction. A directed61

walk on the square lattice starting at the origin is then represented by the ordered product62

of the hopping operators corresponding to its individual steps. By convention we order63

the operators from right to left as we trace the steps of the walk. Clearly the set of all64

walks of length N on the lattice is reproduced by the 4N terms in the expansion of65 (
u+ u−1 + v + v−1

)N
(1.1)66

into monomials of products of symbols, each with N factors. The operator u+u−1 +v+v−167

can be considered as the generator of walks.68

We are interested in closed walks, and in counting their multiplicity according to their69

signed area. To this end, we endow the above operators with the relations70

v u = Q u v , uu−1 = u−1u = vv−1 = v−1v = 1 (1.2)71

72 with Q a central element (that is, Q commutes with all operators). This allows us to reduce 
73 all terms in (1.1) into monomials of the form vnum, (m, n) being the lattice coordinates of 
74 the end of the walk, with coefficients powers of  Q.  In  particular, closed walks correspond 
75 to the monomial v0u0 in (1.1).

The non-commutativity relation vu = Q uv has the effect of flipping a right-up two-step76

segment into an up-right one, producing a factor of Q, and similarly for the other relations77

implied by (1.2) such as, e.g., v u−1 = Q−1u−1v. In each case, the coefficient is Q to the78

power of the signed area of the unit lattice cells left behind by the exchange. Repeated79

application of these relations reduces each walk to a right-angular one vnum with an overall80

coefficient Q to the power of the total signed area of the original walk closed by joining81

its end to the origin with a vertical and a horizontal straight walk (in that order). In82

particular, closed walks will correspond to monomials QA, with A the signed area of the83

walk. Therefore, the v0u0 part in84

(
u+ u−1 + v + v−1

)N
=

N/2−1∑
A=−N/2+1

CN(A) QA (1.3)85

provides the numbers CN (A) which count the closed walks of length N enclosing a signed86

area A. For example, one easily checks that [v0u0]
(
u+ u−1 + v + v−1

)4
= 28 + 4Q + 4Q−1,87

indicating that among the
(

4
2

)2
= 36 closed walks making 4 steps C4(0) = 28 enclose88

a signed area A = 0 and C4(1) = C4(−1) = 4 enclose a signed area A = ±1. The89

non-commutativity relation written in the form90

v−1u−1v u = Q91

expresses the fact the the elementary walk circling one lattice cell in the positive direction92

has signed area 1.93

[v^0 u^0]
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2. The Hofstadter model94

In any irreducible representation of the operator relations (1.2) the central element Q will95

be represented by a number. Restricting to unitary representations, for which u† = u−1,96

v† = v−1, Q will necessarily be a complex number of norm unity, i.e., a phase. This97

provides a mapping between the u, v representation for walks and quantum mechanics,98

interpreting u and v as unitary operators acting on a quantum Hilbert space, and the99

operator u+ u−1 + v + v−1 as the Hamiltonian of a quantum system.100

In fact, such a quantum system exists and corresponds to a well-known model in physics.101

Interpreting u and v as operators that generate hops of a quantum particle by one link102

on the square lattice, the non-commutativity relation (1.2) indicates that translations103

of the particle in the horizontal and vertical directions do not commute. This can be104

interpreted as that the particle is charged and coupled to a homogeneous magnetic field B105

perpendicular to the lattice. Writing Q = ei2πΦ/Φo , Φ is then the flux of B through the106

unit lattice cell and Φo = h/c is the flux quantum (h is the Planck constant and c the107

particle’s charge). The Hermitian operator108

H = u+ u−1 + v + v−1109

then becomes a Hamiltonian modelling a quantum particle hopping on a square lattice and110

coupled to a perpendicular magnetic field. This model is known as the Hofstadter model [8].111

To make the physics connection completely explicit, we note that in quantum mechanics112

the hopping operators u and v are written as113

u = ei(px−cAx)/ℏ and v = ei(py−cAy)/ℏ,114

where Ax = −By and Ay = 0 are the two components of the vector potential of the115

magnetic field in the Landau gauge and px = −iℏ∂x and py = −iℏ∂y those of the momentum116

117 operator (where we use the standard notation ℏ = h/(2π)). The relation (1.2) thus follows
from the Heisenberg commutators [x, px] = [y, py] = iℏ and the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff118

formula. One then introduces the quantum state Ψm,n representing the probability119

amplitude of the particle being at lattice site (m,n), on which hopping operators act as120

uΨm,n = eicnB/ℏΨm+1,n , vΨm,n = Ψm,n+1.121

Note that the magnetic flux per unit lattice cell is Φ = B, and thus cB/ℏ = 2πΦ/(h/c) =122

2πΦ/Φo, so the factor appearing in the action of u on ψm,n is Qn. Using translation123

invariance in the horizontal direction we can further choose Ψm,n to be an eigenstate of px,124

that is, Ψm,n = eimkxΦn. The action of u, v on Φn becomes125

uΦn = eikxQnΦn , vΦn = Φn+1.126

For the Hofstader model, the Schrödinger equation HΨ = EΨ (which determines the127

eigenvalue E of the spectrum) can be rewritten as128

(u+ u−1 + v + v−1)Ψm,n = EΨm,n ⇒ Φn+1 + Φn−1 + (Qneikx + Q−ne−ikx)Φn = EΦn.129

Going a step further, a simplification arises when the flux is rational (i.e. when one has130

Q = ei2πp/q with p, q two coprime integers): It induces a q-periodicity of the Schrödinger131

equation in the vertical direction. Then, as Bloch’s theorem states that solutions to the132

Schrödinger equation in a periodic potential take the form of a plane wave modulated by133

a periodic function Φ̃n, we can write134

Φn = einkyΦ̃n , Φ̃n+q = Φ̃n. (2.1)135

Hermitian
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Signed area enumeration for lattice walks 5

Indeed, for this rational flux Qq = 1 and uq, vq become Casimirs (a physicist term for136

central elements), and the choice of Bloch states (2.1) can be interpreted mathematically137

as choosing an irreducible representation of the u, v algebra. Acting on such states, uq138

and vq become139

uq = eiqkx , vq = eiqky .140

One ends up with u and v, acting on Φ̃n, becoming the q × q matrices141

u = eikx



Q 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 Q2 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 Q3 · · · 0 0

... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · Qq−1 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 1


and v = eiky



0 1 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 0

... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 0 · · · 0 0


142

involving two real quantities kx and ky. Finding the energy spectrum (which depends on143

kx and ky) reduces to computing the eigenvalues E1, E2, . . . , Eq of the q × q Hamiltonian144

matrix145

Hq =



Qeikx + Q−1e−ikx eiky 0 · · · 0 e−iky

e−iky Q2eikx + Q−2e−ikx eiky · · · 0 0
0 e−iky () · · · 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · () eiky

eiky 0 0 · · · e−iky Qqeikx + Q−qe−ikx


.146

All the machinery of quantum mechanics is now at our disposal. Selecting as in (1.3)147

the v0u0 monomial of
(
u+ u−1 + v+ v−1

)N
translates in the quantum world to computing148

the trace of HN
q . The quantum trace is defined as149

TrHN
q := 1

q

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

dkx

2π
dky

2π trHN
q = 1

q

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

dkx

2π
dky

2π

q∑
i=1

EN
i , (2.2)150

that is, one sums over the q eigenvalues Ei of Hq (yielding the standard matrix trace trHN
q )151

and integrates over kx and ky while enforcing a continuous normalization in kx, ky and we152

rescale by a factor 1/q (thus, if one considers for example the q × q identity matrix Iq,153

one has tr Iq = q, while Tr Iq = 1). Under this definition of the trace, Tr umvn = δm,0δn,0154

(integration over kx, ky eliminates the traces of terms involving uqm and vqn). We thus get155

a first striking result (note that this was also obtained by another approach in [1]):156

Theorem 2.1. The signed area enumeration of closed paths is given by157 ∑
A

CN(A) QA = Tr HN
q . (2.3)158

's

(a bit over the top)
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6 S. Ouvry and A. P. Polychronakos

3. The signed area enumeration159

It is known [3] that the determinant of the matrix Iq − zHq is160

det(Iq − zHq) =
⌊q/2⌋∑
n=0

(−1)nZ(n)z2n − 2
(

cos(qkx) + cos(qky)
)
zq,161

where the Z(n)’s are independent of kx and ky and Z(0) = 1. Kreft [12] was able to rewrite162

them in a closed form as trigonometric multiple nested sums163

Z(n) =
q−2n+2∑

k1=1

k1∑
k2=1

· · ·
kn−1∑
kn=1

sk1+2n−2sk2+2n−4 · · · skn−1+2skn , (3.1)164

where165

sk = 4 sin2(πkp/q). (3.2)166

We will call sk the spectral function of the model. This will be the starting point for the167

signed area enumeration. We give here a summary of the procedure, more details can be168

found in [14,16].169

First introduce the coefficients b(n) via170

log
⌊q/2⌋∑

n=0
Z(n)zn

 =
∞∑

n=1
b(n)zn. (3.3)171

The b(n) are related to the desired traces. Start by noting that172

Tr H2n
q = 1

q
trH2n

q for n < q.173

Indeed, tr unvm = q δn,0δm,0 for m,n < q and so the values of the Casimirs kx, ky do not174

appear, making the integration over them in (2.2) trivial. Then the identity175

log det(Iq − zHq) = tr log(Iq − zHq) = −
∞∑

n=1

zn

n
trHn

q176

implies that the quantum trace (2.2) is proportional to b(n) for n < q177

TrH2n
q = 2n(−1)n+1 1

q
b(n).178

By keeping q as a free parameter and extending it to arbitrarily big values, the quantum179

trace can be calculated for all n.180

Note that the term of order zn in det(Iq − zHq) is −(zn/n)trHn
q plus terms involving181

products of traces, trHn1
q trHn2

q · · · with n1 +n2 + · · · = n. As each trace trHn
q contributes182

an overall factor q, the b(n) can also be obtained as the order q term in Z(n), ignoring183

terms of higher order q2, . . . , qn. Since each sum in (3.1) contributes a factor of q, only184

single sums will appear in b(n). Explicitly, the b(n) can be calculated to be185

b(n) = (−1)n+1 ∑
l1,l2,...,lj

composition of n

c(l1, l2, . . . , lj)
q−j+1∑

k=1
s

lj
k+j−1 · · · sl2

k+1s
l1
k . (3.4)186
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Their structure is encoded in the coefficients c(l1, l2, . . . , lj) labelled by the compositions187

l1, l2, . . . , lj of n (defined as the ordered partitions of n: There are 2n−1 compositions of n,188

for example 3 = 3, 2 + 1, 1 + 2, 1 + 1 + 1), with2189

c(l1, l2, . . . , lj) =

(
l1+l2

l1

)
l1 + l2

l2

(
l2+l3

l2

)
l2 + l3

· · · lj−1

(
lj−1+lj

lj−1

)
lj−1 + lj

.190

As stated, only single trigonometric sums appear in (3.4). Putting everything together,191

Tr HN
q =

∑
l1,l2,...,lj

composition of N/2

c(l1, l2, . . . , lj)
N

q

q−j+1∑
k=1

s
lj
k+j−1 · · · sl2

k+1s
l1
k .192

The trigonometric single sums can be computed, keeping q as a free parameter, as mentioned193

before. Finally, one can extract from (2.3) the desired number of closed walks of given194

area; this gives the following theorem.195

Theorem 3.1. The number of closed walks of length N enclosing a given signed area A is196

CN(A) = N ×
∑

l1,l2,...,lj
composition of N/2

(
l1+l2

l1

)
l1 + l2

l2

(
l2+l3

l2

)
l2 + l3

· · · lj−1

(
lj−1+lj

lj−1

)
lj−1 + lj

×197

2l3∑
k3=0

2l4∑
k4=0

. . .
2lj∑

kj=0

j∏
i=3

(
2li
ki

)(
2l1

l1 + A+∑j
i=3(i− 2)(ki − li)

)(
2l2

l2 − A−∑j
i=3(i− 1)(ki − li)

)
.198

This formula grows quickly in complexity since the number of compositions on which199

one has to sum increases like 2N/2 with the number of steps. Still it has the benefit of200

being explicit and, as far as we are aware of, the first one available. If one also takes into201

account the inner sums in Theorem 3.1 the number of terms for large N grows like 2.14N202

due to the ki individual summations from 0 to 2li for each given composition l1, l2, . . . , lj203

of n (see3 the entry A060801 in the On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences). This is204

much less than the direct enumeration of closed walks which is of order 4N/(πN/2).205

In the limit of the elementary lattice size a → 0 and the walk length N → ∞ with the206

scaling Na2 = 2t, walks go over to Brownian motion curves and we recover the continuum207

limit of a particle moving on the plane in a constant magnetic field. To implement this208

limit, we rescale the lattice cell area to a2, which amounts to setting A → A/a2 in CN (A).209

We conjecture that210
N CN(A/a2)(

N
N/2

)2 → π

cosh2(πA/t)
,211

consistently with the law for the distribution of the signed area enclosed by Brownian212

curves after a time t (obtained by Paul Lévy in 1950; see [10, 13]). It can also be obtained213

directly in the continuum limit by considering the partition function of a quantum particle214

in a magnetic field with a Landau level energy spectrum. For small values of A the215

convergence has been checked numerically for N up to 140 to improve with increasing N .216

2The expression for c(l1, l2, . . . , lj) is closely related to the enumeration of Dyck paths (up to a factor l1),
see [11] p. 516. We have further elaborated on this relation in [6].

3We thank one of the referees for drawing our attention to this point.

We need to state N is even

https://oeis.org/A060801
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8 S. Ouvry and A. P. Polychronakos

4. Exclusion statistics217

The quantities Z(n) and b(n) introduced previously admit a statistical mechanical218

interpretation. Let us write the spectral function sk in (3.2) as sk = e−βϵk (β is the inverse219

temperature) and interpret is as the Boltzmann factor for a quantum 1-body spectrum ϵk220

labelled by an integer k. The structure of Z(n) in (3.1) then precisely corresponds to an221

n-body partition function for a gas of particles with 1-body spectrum ϵk and exclusion222

statistics g = 2: The +2 shifts in the spectral function arguments ensure that no two223

particles can occupy adjacent quantum states. Exclusion statistics is, again, a purely224

quantum concept which describes the statistical mechanical properties of identical particles.225

Ordinary particles are either bosons (g = 0), which can occupy the same quantum state,226

or fermions (g = 1), which cannot occupy the same quantum state. We see that square227

lattice walks map to systems with statistics beyond Fermi exclusion, in which particles228

can occupy neither the same state nor adjacent states. In a sense, each particle excludes229

two quantum states, thus g = 2. In general, for g-exclusion particles the n-body partition230

function (3.1) would become231

Z(n) =
q−gn+g∑

k1=1

k1∑
k2=1

· · ·
kn−1∑
kn=1

sk1+gn−gsk2+gn−2g · · · skn−1+gskn (4.1)232

with a shift g instead of 2 in the arguments of the spectral function. In line with (3.3), (3.4)233

the associated n-th cluster coefficient can be shown to take the form234

b(n) = (−1)n+1 ∑
l1,l2,...,lj

g−composition of n

cg(l1, l2, . . . , lj)
q−j+1∑

k=1
s

lj
k+j−1 · · · sl2

k+1s
l1
k , (4.2)235

where236

cg(l1, l2, . . . , lj) = (l1 + · · · + lg−1 − 1)!
l1! · · · lg−1!

j−g+1∏
i=1

(
li + · · · + li+g−1 − 1

li+g−1

)
.237

In (4.2) one sums over all g-compositions of the integer n, obtained by inserting at will238

inside the usual compositions (i.e., the 2-compositions) no more than g − 2 zeroes in239

succession. For example, for n = 3 and g = 3 one has 9 such 3-compositions:240

3, 2 + 1, 1 + 2, 1 + 1 + 1, 2 + 0 + 1, 1 + 0 + 2, 1 + 0 + 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 0 + 1, 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1.241

For general g there are gn−1 such g-compositions of the integer n (see [9] for an analysis of242

these extended compositions, also called multicompositions).243

One has reached the conclusion that the signed area enumeration for walks on the square244

lattice is described by a quantum gas of particles with statistical exclusion g = 2. To245

relate this explicitly to properties of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian itself, let us perform on246

the hopping lattice operators u and v the modular transformation247

u → −u v, v → v,248

which leave their own commutation relation invariant to get the new Hamiltonian249

H = −u v − v−1u−1 + v + v−1 (4.3)250

still describing the same walks but on a deformed lattice.251
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We now consider the following matrix associated to the Hamiltonian (4.3)252

Iq −zHq =



1 −(1 − Q)z 0 · · · 0 0
−(1 − 1

Q)z 1 −(1 − Q2)z · · · 0 0
0 −(1 − 1

Q2 )z 1 · · · 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · 1 −(1 − Qq−1)z
0 0 0 · · · −(1 − 1

Qq−1 )z 1


,

(4.4)253

where we set kx = ky = 0 for simplicity (since, as we explained in Section 3, kx and ky do254

not appear in the counting formula). The Hofstadter spectral function (3.2) becomes255

sk = (1 − Qk)(1 − 1
Qk

).256

The matrix (4.4) is a particular case of the more general class of matrices having the257

following shape4258

Iq − zHq =



1 −f(1)z 0 · · · 0 −g(q)z
−g(1)z 1 −f(2)z · · · 0 0

0 −g(2)z 1 · · · 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · 1 −f(q − 1)z

−f(q)z 0 0 · · · −g(q − 1)z 1


(4.5)259

and associated spectral functions260

sk = f(k)g(k),261

which become the building blocks of the Z(n)’s in (3.1) (up to spurious “umklapp” terms,262

a name deriving from momentum periodicity effects on lattice quantum models, which263

disappear if f(q) and g(q) both vanish).264

For statistics g = 3, the matrix (4.5) generalizes in a natural way to265

Iq − zHq =



1 −f(1)z 0 0 · · · 0 −g(q − 1)z 0
0 1 −f(2)z 0 · · · 0 0 −g(q)z

−g(1)z 0 1 −f(3)z · · · 0 0 0
0 −g(2)z 0 1 · · · 0 0 0
... ... ... ... . . . ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 −f(q − 2)z 0
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 −f(q − 1)z

−f(q)z 0 0 0 · · · −g(q − 2)z 0 1


,

(4.6)

266

that is, with an extra vanishing paradiagonal below the unity main diagonal, which is the267

manifestation of the stronger g = 3 exclusion.268

4We hope that the reader will easily distinguish between too similar (but unrelated!) notations: the 
function g(k) for the entries of the matrix Iq − zHq, and the integer g (the parameter of the exclusion 
model, a standard notation in the literature).

Shall we add the explanation that the sign in
u -> -uv is needed to make corners vanish?

alexios
Inserted Text
Shall we add that the minus sign in u -> -u v is needed to make the corner elements vanish?
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The spectral function corresponding to this matrix is269

sk = g(k)f(k)f(k + 1)270

and the determinant det(Iq − zHq) assumes the form (4.1) with g = 3. For g-exclusion271

the generalization of (4.6) amounts to a Hamiltonian of the form272

H = F (u)v + v1−gG(u), (4.7)273

274 and I − zH is then a matrix with g − 2 vanishing paradiagonals below the main diagonal 275 

(here q is left arbitrary but is understood to be larger than g). The spectral 276 parameters of this 
matrix are

F (Qk) = f(k), G(Qk) = g(k),277

and the spectral function is278

sk = g(k)f(k)f(k + 1) . . . f(k + g − 2).279

Clearly the Hofstadter Hamiltonian (4.3), which rewrites as H = (1 − u)v + v1−2(1 − u−1),280

is a particular case of (4.7) with g = 2 and F (u) = 1 − u, G(u) = 1 − u−1.281

5. Chiral walks on the triangular lattice282

Let us illustrate this mechanism in the case of g = 3 exclusion with the specific example of283

chiral walks on a triangular lattice. The three hopping operators U, V and W = QU−1V −1284

described in Figure 2 are such that V U = Q2UV .285

•

•

W V

U

V W

U

Figure 2. The three hopping operators U, V and W on the triangular
lattice.

286

287

The triangular lattice Hamiltonian is288

H = U + V +W.289

It generates walks composed of triangles either pointing up and winding in the positive290

direction, or pointing down and winding in the negative direction. In this sense, the walks291

are chiral. The factor Q in the definition of W and the factor Q2 in the commutation of292

U, V are chosen so that up-pointing (positive) triangles are assigned area +1. Figure 3293

depicts some examples of chiral walks on the triangular lattice.294

alexios
Highlight
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•
UWUWV 2

•
U2W 2V 2

Figure 3. Examples of closed chiral walks on the triangular lattice.295

To bring H to the exclusion form (4.7) one chooses the representation U = −iu v and296

V = iu−1 v, with u and v as before, in which case H rewrites as297

H = i(−u+ u−1)v + v−2.298

In this form, H is indeed a Hamiltonian of the type (4.7) for g = 3 exclusion, with299

F (u) = i(−u+ u−1), G(u) = 1, spectral parameters300

f(k) = −i(Qk − 1
Qk

), g(k) = 1,301

spectral function302

sk = g(k)f(k)f(k + 1) = 4 sin(2πpk/q) sin
(
2πp(k + 1)/q

)
, (5.1)303

and matrix304

Iq − zHq =



1 i(Q − 1
Q)z 0 0 · · · 0 −z 0

0 1 i(Q2 − 1
Q2 )z 0 · · · 0 0 −z

−z 0 1 i(Q3 − 1
Q3 )z · · · 0 0 0

0 −z 0 1 · · · 0 0 0
... ... ... ... . . . ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 i(Qq−2 − 1

Qq−2 )z 0
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 i(Qq−1 − 1

Qq−1 )z
0 0 0 0 · · · −z 0 1


,305

which is of the type (4.6) with a vanishing bottom-left entry. The non-Hermiticity of the306

triangular Hamiltonian, and thus of Iq − zHq, is a consequence of the chiral nature of the307

walks.308

The triangular signed area enumeration follows [14], yielding an expression similar to309

Theorem 3.1 with the trigonometric single sums appearing in (4.2) involving the triangular310

spectral function (5.1) and the sum done over all 3-compositions of the length of the311

triangular walks.312
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6. Conclusion313

In conclusion, we have shown how tools from quantum and statistical physics allow for314

an explicit enumeration of closed walks of fixed length and signed area on planar lattices.315

The enumeration formulae rely on an explicit sum over compositions, and their number316

of terms grows quickly with the length of the walk (although much less quickly than a317

brute-force counting formula). It would be certainly rewarding to rewrite it as a sum with318

a smaller number of terms. The use of symmetry on the lattice or alternative ways to write319

the generator of walks (Hamiltonian) may offer promise towards this goal. We leave this320

issue as well as other questions of interest to the lattice walk combinatorics community.321
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